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II INTERNATIONAL SYSTEMIC CONGRESS ON THE VALUES OF QUIJOTE
(II-ISCGSP19)

Theme:
WORLD GOVERNANCE AND GOVERNMENT OF SANCHO PANZA:
The point of view of Systems Theory
Dates: from June 28 to July 2, 2019
Place: Villanueva de los Infantes, Ciudad Real, Spain (discovered as the "place of La Mancha"
whose name Cervantes did not want to remember)
__________________

This second congress, like the previous one held in 2017, is based on uniting LITERATURE
AND SCIENCE, beauty and truth, enhancing one another and integrating the "value system"
that underlies the Quixote, with such a multidisciplinary and powerful methodology as the
General Theory of Systems and Cybernetics. The experience of the first congress, where
Cervantists and systemics interacted positively in the common classroom of the congress,
encourages the organizers to repeat the experience.
This means that the II-ISCGSP19 will admit communications on the following two topics
that will be interestingly complementary in the congress:

1. Perspectives and developments of Systems Theory and Cybernetics at the present time, and
2. Government problems for the application of the "Values System" advocated in Don Quixote.
Applying this integrative principle and within the context of the serious problems that
affect the world in these first decades of the 21st century, this congress will devote itself to
point out ideas, models and tools for a hypothetical but necessary world government, while
analyzing the dimensions that Cervantes puts in the mouth of Don Quixote (his advice to
Sancho Panza) and in particular the practical applications of the squire during his government
on Barataria Island.
Therefore, the following two subjects will be preferential for the congress:
On the one hand, see where are placed the latest advances in Systems Theory and
Cybernetics in terms of how to present the main problems of a world with some 200
independent countries, in some way inevitably interrelated, but insufficiently connected from
a systemic perspective, and above all, how to reach a balance between levels of economic,
social and political welfare in all populations of the world. One of the goals of the congress
will be to present for discussion a new SYSTEMIC INDEX OF HUMAN DEVELOPMENT that
could apply for most of the countries in the world in order to achieve peace or reduce wars.
Therefore, we will obtain valuable clues that will help us to present and discuss during the IIISCGSP19, projects that we hope will be of the highest interest for the world peace..
On the other, we will try to make explicit the "System of Values" integrated in the
Quixote, mainly based on the dialectic between "Justice / Freedom", "Culture / Knowledge"
and "Moral Prestige / Power" from an interrelated perspective, both in its projection on the
current world, as in the denial of the same in a large part of the countries, whether of one
political sign or another. In the same way, we intend to delve into the cultural and ethical
anchorages of these values as tools for a moral regeneration of contemporary societies.
Some of the pertinent questions would be: What kind of society does the Quixote advocate?
Is there a Right and a counter-right in the Quixote? What justice and what right would be
applicable in our time? Is there a political program in Don Quixote? What do the current
political independence movements mean, like, e.g. Catalan, in light of Don Quixote. And
what do these secessionisms mean in the light of systemic theories? And in sum, is there a
clash of values between what Don Quixote says and current trends in the world?
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A HIGH LEVEL CONGRESS
Due to the limited possibility of 36 rooms in the Residence site of the congress, the Scientific
Committee will evaluate the best Abstracts until reaching that number. For this circumstance, this
IIISCGSP-19 is not a congress to be used, but rather a congress that aims to be a high-quality
meeting, since what we call "Extended Abstracts" will be necessarily selected according to the
criteria of that Committee.

ABSTRACTS
* The works, which may be related to any of the mentioned aspects, must be unpublished.
* Those interested will send by email to: cilmeqquijote@gmail.com with copy to
parraluna3495@yahoo.es) before March 31, 2019:
1. "ABSTRACT": A summary of the work that does not exceed thirty typed lines to a space (Times
New Roman, size 12), detailing your personal data (name, surnames, institution, telephone and
email). This information is for the book "Abstracts" "
2. "ABSTRACT" EXTENDED: A summary of the EXTENDED work of between 600 and 800
words, taking care that its reading does not identify the author. This information is only to select
the abstracts by the corresponding Committee.

* The Scientific Committee of the Congress will evaluate the proposals of communications and
may reject the proposals whose content or level does not consider appropriate. The results will
be communicated to the interested parties before April 15, 2019
KEY DATES OF ISCGSP19
*March 31, 2019, deadline for the receipt of:
a) Abstract (between 200-300 words)
b) Extended Abstract (between 600-800 words explaining better the goals and methodology
of the communication)
* April 15, 2019, communication of acceptance to the interested parties
* July 31, 2019, reception of the works for its digital publication as Actas del Congreso. The
extension of the works, graphics and tables included, must not exceed 4,000 words, letter 12,
normal spacing. The works should be sent to: "parraluna3495@yahoo.es" for publication in
AVANCES SISTÉMICOS
Contact for general matters of the congress:
Twitter: The Congress hashtag is # II-ISCGSP19

For general information: parraluna3495@yahoo.es; telef. 0034670649637

SITE OF THE CONGRESS
Villanueva de los Infantes, Campo de Montiel, (Ciudad Real)
* House of Spirituality, road to Cozar km.1, Telf. 0034 680 743 887 (manager: Francisco
Campos). Belonging to the Mothers Servants of Jesus as a special residence for congresses and
meetings.
* Located three kilometers from Villanueva de los Infantes, on the same road where Don
Quixote entered (literarily) from Sierra Morena, and in a wooded area that contrasts with the
rest of the La Mancha plain.
* It has gardens, swimming pool, conference room, chapel, meeting room and sports field.
* It will be lived on a full board basis, so that congressmen could stay in the venue without
leaving it during the three working days of work, except for the opening and closing sessions
that will take place in Villanueva de los Infantes. Afternoons will also be used to carry out the
planned series of excursions.
* The cost for the congressmen in full board (bed, breakfast, coffee, lunch and dinner), is
included in the registration fee. Therefore the congressmen will only have to pay for their trips
and the cost of some of the programmed free-choice excursions ..
The companions, however, will have to pay the special price of 125 euros for the stay in full
board from 28/6 to 2/7 in the House of Spirituality.
Important notes about accommodation
The House of Spirituality has: 21 rooms that can be double or single, with bathroom inside;
plus 6 double rooms that share a bathroom every two rooms; plus 2 pavilions with 20 berths
each pavilion, divided into five niches of 4 berths where each pavilion has 7 toilets, 5 showers
and 6 toilets. In sum, the House can only guarantee 21 single beds with internal bathroom,
plus 12 beds in 6 rooms that share a bathroom every two; all of which would allow a maximum
of 36 communications, and only in case of need (presentations with collective authors,
students, ...) could reach up to 60 to 70 congressmen maximum.
As the beds are not differentiated by their cost given the equality of categories that
prevails in the House, the best rooms would be granted strictly in order of registration,
advising therefore to do so as soon as possible indicating the type of room they prefer.
There are other possibilities of free choice and cost on your own (see at the end of
this announcement)

PROGRAM AND ACTIVITIES
The general program with sessions, schedules, moderators and speakers will be available
before June 15, 2018.
ORGANIZATION OF THE CONGRESS

* All communications submitted to the II-ISCGSP19 that are accepted will be exposed in the
Plenary, and its internal functioning will be as follows: During the three working days of the
Colloquium will be available 6 intensive hours each day, 30 minutes per communication (15 of
exposition +15 of colloquium), will make possible 12 communications per day, which would
allow a maximum of 36 communications.
* The communications may be exposed in English, French or Spanish, but it is recommended to
use Power Point systematically with very clear slides, preferably in English, which will allow a
better understanding and general intercommunication.
* The communications and presentations will take place in the conference room of the House,
from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. with an intermission for coffee. The afternoon will be freely available
until 7:00 pm, and / or for scheduled cultural visits.

CULTURAL ACTIVITIES PLANNED
All those enrolled in the II-ISCGSP19 with accepted communication as well as their companions
will have the opportunity to attend the following scheduled cultural visits and activities:
* Day 29 of June 2019: At 20.30 hours, first afternoon / evening: visit of Villanueva de los
Infantes and tour of the "Scientific Circuit" demonstrating to be the "place of the Mancha" in
the Quixotte. Institutional dinner (without cost). There will also be a prize for the best scientific
criticism of the discovery circuit of the "place of La Mancha".
* Day 30: At 20.30 hours, second afternoon / night: Visit to Fuenllana and the monolith "El
Suspiro de Sancho"; more sunset over the Place de la Mancha and Campo de Montiel (free). In
Fuenllana there will be a glass of wine courtesy of the municipality.
* Day 1: At 8.30 pm, third afternoon / evening: Excursion by bus to the Torre de Juan Abad
(Museum of Quevedo )+ Site of the murder of King Pedro the Cruel in Montiel (cost per person
5 euros).
* Day 2: Once the Congress closed, departure about 12 hours by bus to the Lagunas de Ruidera
and visit to the Cave of Montesinos cited in Don Quixote. (the cost per person is 8 euros). In
Las Lagunas, the second institutional meal will be held at no cost to the congressmen. The
entrance to the Cave will depend on the maximum number allowed for that day.
* Day 3: departure of buses for Madrid airport (cost previously paid of 35 euros / person at the
exit of Madrid on 28 / 6.2019)

SUMMARY (Basic Program)
* On the 28th, from 8pm to 10pm, registration and collection of documents.
* The first day, 29/6, from 6.30 to 8.00 hours will continue the registration and collection of
documents. Among these documents, the Critical-Participative Notebook (which will give
option to award).
* From 8:00 am to 14:30, work sessions with an intermediate break. From 14.30 to 15.30
food and rest until 17,30. At 18.00 , departure for Villanueva de los Infantes (Opening session,

visit to the panels of the discovery of the "Place de la Mancha" and institutional dinner at no
cost)
Days 30/6 and 1/7:
* From 8:00 am to 14:30, work sessions with intermediate rest. From 14:30 to 18:00 hours
time for food and rest. At 18.00 departure from the bus to Villanueva de los Infantes where
there will be cultural visits At 22.00 hours return to the House of Spirituality.
The last day, July 2, at 10 am, will be the closing of the congress in the Alhóndiga de Villanueva
de los Infantes. At 12 noon, departure for Lagunas de Ruidera (institutional food without cost)
and visit to the Cave of Montesinos.
The day 3 at 11 am will be the departure by bus to the Airport "Adoldo Suarez" of Madrid
(different terminals).

AWARDS

Two Awards are granted by the Town Hall of Villanueva de los Infantes and the
CILMEQ (International Center "Place de la Mancha" of Studies on Don Quixote)

* I CILMEQ International Award of 5,000 euros to the work (concentrated in no more than 1,200 words)
that INVALIDES the thesis of Villanueva de los Infantes as the "place of La Mancha" in Don Quixote
while the town who present the most probable odds high to be. However, the logic of the invalidation
seems overwhelming, since the reading of Don Quixote always thought that this town was a small
village, with a single priest and stuck to El Toboso. How could it then be Villanueva de los Infantes, a
large town at the time, the head of the judicial district and more than 90 kms from El Toboso? The
PROMOTIONS are included in the congress

* II International CILMEQ Prize for the best Description of the discovery of the “Lugar de la
Mancha” through the use of the new technologies. This prize will be divided in three: 500,
300 and 200 euros for first, second and third, respectively. The prizes will be awarded at the
closing ceremony of the II-ISCGSP19.For more information consult the CILMEQ website
http://cilmeq.es/

REGISTRATION FEE AND PAYMENT METHODS
* The registration fee is 295 euros that gives the right to:
*submit a communication if approved;
*to the minutes of the Congress:
*to a certificate of participation / attendance; and
*full board during the four days and five nights of the Congress
Reduced fee for SESGE members: 145 euros.
* Students, as well as unemployed without communication, will pay only 195 euros with
identical rights.
* An enrollment only has the right to submit a communication.
* A communication submitted by several authors with physical presence in the congress will
oblige each one to pay the registration fee.
*The accompanying persons will pay 125 euros.
* The registration fee will be paid by deposit or bank transfer in the CILMEQ account (ES43 2100
7636 16 0200036485)
* Refund of fees:
Those enrolled may request the refund of fees until May 1, 2019, with a reduction of 15%.

ARRIVAL AND COLLECTION OF CONGRESS
* There will be buses on June 28, 2019, for transportation from the Madrid "Adolfo Suarez"
airport directly to the rural hotels in Villanueva de los Infantes, some 225 km away.
* The participants will also be transported by bus on July 3 from Villanueva de los Infantes to
the terminals of the Madrid airport. The total cost of both trips will be 35 euros per person.
Cost much cheaper and more comfortable for participants than if they were made freely on
their own, avoiding inquiries, schedules, taxis, buses, etc.
However it is reported that there are also three alternative modes of public transport from Madrid to
Villanueva de los Infantes: a) From Atocha Station, AVE train to Ciudad Real and from there bus to
Villanueva de los Infantes (VI): b) From Atocha, train to Valdepeñas and from there bus to VI; and c)
From Méndez Álvaro bus station, bus direct to Villanueva de los Infantes.

The other possibilities of ACCOMMODATION announced, of free choice and cost on your own, are: (Only
indicated for those who have a private car or hire taxi services to the Congress site, which will be about 3
kms away).
HOTELES RURALES EN VILLANUEVA DE LOS INFANTES

*Posada de la Abuela Fidela/Casita del Tio Tanganas (15 plazas), Don Quijote 16, telef. 619339736; 926361730,
email: info@abuelafidela.com (Miguel Angel Valero)
*Casa Rural Doña Carmen (15 plazas), Moraleja 7, telef. 926350065,
email: reservas@tucasaruraldonacarmen.com (Pepe)
*La Morada de Juan de Vargas (15 plazas), Cervantes, telf. 685893114,
email: lamorada@lamoradadevargas.com (Ramón/Amparo)
*Casa Rural Los Galanes (8 plazas), Infantes de Aragón 1, telf. 926361995,
email: info@casalosgalanes.com (Teresa)
*Casa Rural Los Girones Pacheco (25/30 plazas), Ramón y Cajal, telf. 665521414, email:maropa1975@hotmail.com
(María)
*Hotel Rural La Gavilla (40/50 plazas),Campos de Montiel, 6;telf.. 926361893,email:gerencia@lagavilla.es.
(Jesús/Javi)
*Casa Rural Iris (14 plazas) , Lanza 4, telf.. 661505875), email: info@casaruraliris.es (Rosa)
*La Casona del Abuelo Parra (27 plazas), Pio XII, 11, telf. 926361360, email:abueloparra@abueloparra.com
(Rosa/Javier)
* Casa Rural Hermano Galo (10 plazas), Jabalón s/n, telf.926353266; email: juanjbadillo@gmail.com (Paqui)
*El retiro de don Quijote (40+10) plazas, Carret. Ciudad Real-Murcia,km-123,8, telf.. 635347706 (Noelia);
email: labodegadeinfantes@live.com; ncampos@live.com
(Isabel de Nova Pozuelo: email: antiguabodega@yahoo.es)
*Casa Rural India Alta, Camino del Santuario sin número, telf.. 699721027 y 671979402, http://indiaalta-xtrweb.com
*Casa Rural la Casita del Tio Tanganas, c/ Don Tomás el Médico 77D, telf.. 619339736,www.abuelafidela.com
*Casa Rural La Plaza, c/ Ramón y Cajal, 7, 926361360 y 649775969,www.abueloparra.com
*Complejo Rural el Retiro de don Quijote, Carretera Ciudad Real-Murcia, km- 123,8; tel.
607801842, www.elretirodedonquijote.es
*Acomodación Municipal. Información. Ayuntamiento. Telefonos:
926360024/926361183 http://www.villanuevadelosinfantes.es/
*Casa de Espiritualidad. Villanueva de los Infantes. (Contacto: Francisco Campos, telef. 0034680743887)
Más Información en:

______________________________________

For more details see: www.Cilmeq/congresos/ Villanueva de los Infantes 2019
PHOTOS
(see www. Villanueva de los Infantes, International Congress)
(see www, II America-Europa International Congress, 2017)
MINUTES: Will be published before October 1, 2019 and will be available to congressmen For
more details see www.Cilmeq/congresos/Villanueva de los Infantes 2019

